Tropical Cyclone Becomes Nuclear Warfare

Every country in the world prepares for the day that chaos consumes their nation. They do not know when it will happen, how it will happen, or what will cause it. All they know is that it is unavoidable. Every country in existence has had those days where their great nation is thrown into a cyclone of catastrophe, and for the countries of Pakistan, Oman, Iran, and United Arab Emirates, this was that day.

The Economic and Social Committee filed into the Chapel, followed by the delegates of the Science and Technology Committee. These two delegations are meeting due to an emergency situation that has been brought to the eyes of the United Nations. The room was full of tension and nervously excited voices as the Chair took his seat at the front of the room. Silence fell across the now unified delegation as the Chair prepared to inform them of the crisis situation. Overnight, a tropical cyclone formed and grew in mass and strength. It gained momentum as it moved toward the Middle Eastern countries of Pakistan, UAE, Iran, and Oman. It struck with great power, idling over these four countries, destroying everything in its path. Millions of refugees have escaped the storm, but are awaiting aide. Wind speeds are up to one hundred miles and hour as six meter high waves crash down onto these nations. Immediately, the delegation calls for action as the cyclone continues to rip the nations apart.

Pakistan reflected on the emergency situation, and the destruction of her home country, with these words, “The first thing we’re going to do is get immediate aide to the citizens of Pakistan and the other nations being affected. We’re going to except as much aide as possible from countries willing to help us in our time of need. We don’t have communication with the refugees, so all we can do is send what aide is available and hope for the best.” The delegation decided the best course of action was to call for twenty minute un-moderated caucus to assess the situation and draft a resolution that addresses the immediate needs of the cyclone victims. Following the caucus, the committee received an update on the current status of the affected area.
Iran has affectively evacuated their effected cities. Though being out of the immediate danger zone, these fifty million refugees are stuck without supplies or medical care. Due to the chaos of the Iranian citizens, their military has put into affect Marshall Law. This allows them to use military force to contain their citizens and maintain order. The committee breaks into disruption at the news of this terror. The Chair calls for decorum as he reveals the final part of the update; Iranian nuclear reactors are running, but the controls are no longer online. There is nothing stopping any of their nuclear weapons from detonating in their silos.

The delegation brought resolution R-1/1 to the attention of this delegation following the disturbing update. A list of pro and con speakers was compiled while delegates discussed various amendment options in creating a quick and suitable resolution to amend the many obstacles at hand. Just as the committee felt they had a grasp on the situation, an update was announced by the Chair. The cyclone had dissipated and the storm was over. However, the destruction brought about by the storm was still building, in more ways than one. Israel announced they believed now was an opportune time to attack Iran. Their nuclear weapons were hindered, as was their entire country. Following the reaction of the committee to this news, Pakistan announced that a nuclear warhead had been stolen from one of their nuclear plants. They believe that a terrorist nation associated with Iran had stolen their nuclear missile. And that’s not all; Oman was under attack of a military of corruption. Foreign forces had invaded what was left of Oman and had begun to make demands. As the balance of world sovereignty hung by a thread, the delegation got back to work, attempting to wrap their heads around what began as a storm and developed into possible nuclear warfare.

Delegates continued to build on a resolution that they hoped would mend all immediate obstacles as the clock counting down the doom of the Middle East continued to click. The Chair announced that another update had been sent to the UN. It was confirmed that an Iranian terrorist group did steal and currently possess Pakistan’s missing nuclear warhead. On top of that, an Iranian destroyer took
occupation of the Strait of Hormuz. The United States of America, in turn, sent their fifth fleet to monitor this destroyer in the hopes of reducing further nuclear tensions. With millions and millions of people in need of aide, and unstable nuclear reactors running, the delegation returned their attention to the resolution R-1/1 and the amendments needed to address the ominous situation.

As the committee closed in on what they considered to be an extremely solid and well written resolution with proper amendments, the Chair announced a final update. The country of UAE was severely struck by the storm. Much of the country is currently cold, wet and susceptible to disease. One disease in particular, bird flu, has begun to flourish in this ever-so-inviting climate. The bird flu could have easily been contained if had not been for UAE’s prevalent drug trafficking incidents. The majority of poppy seed based drugs was likely contaminated and could immanently be shipped all over the world.

In addition to the break-out of bird flu, one the unstable Iranian nuclear weapons was detonated in its silo. It completely decimated the surrounding cities and towns. Due to Iran’s military forcing its citizens to return to their cities, many people were killed in the explosion, and many more are stuck in immediate danger zones. Iran claims that Israeli spies invaded their compound and detonated the nuclear weapon. The Iranian government viewed this as an act of war. With all hope seeming to fade, the delegation continued to invest everything they had into the resolution they expected to save the world.

While finalizing their resolution, the delegation received word that Iran attempted to launch the nuclear missile they stole from Pakistan. However, Iran failed to realize that the Pakistani government had not disabled the control systems within the nuclear weapon. While it was flying over the nation of Jordan, Pakistan disabled the warhead and it fell to the country of Jordan. Jordan returned the missile to Pakistan in the hopes of diffusing the situation.

With medical aide, the bird flu outbreak, and the remaining unstable nuclear compounds, the committee was in desperate need of passing the resolution. With strong articulation, and proper amendments, the
committee decided to move into closure of debate. With the session coming to a close, the delegation ran through the voting process. The votes were tallied and the announcement was made; the resolution passed. The delegation broke into applause as they avoided World War III and kept worldwide nuclear warfare at bay.
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